I stepped in Green…
*Rajiv K Shrivastava*
My Journey with ENO began on an afternoon on March 11, 2000 when a
random email from Finland landed on my table requesting schools to
join a web based project. ENO promised an innovative project, an online
global learning. However, to agree to participate in an online project was
an intimidating prospect as I was then working as IT Head in a private
boarding school in remote north eastern part of India where Internet
was a rare commodity, connection patchy at the best! Sometimes, I had
to travel 25 km to post my emails. Since young age, green was in my
veins. I always liked to plant and had been part of several environmental
campaigns in college days. I decided to apply.
20 years later, now ENO is in my veins pumping green in my heart (much to the discomfort of
Corona) that beats globally. I have friends in over 100 countries that all share a common
thought.
At my school, I formed small eno
groups: eno juniors and eno seniors
that participated in eno activities
planting trees and joining online
chats. Sitting in computer lab or my
office, logged in to eno chat rooms
and sharing words with students
and teachers all across the world fascinated students. I
remember when I offered ENO as an activity at my school, almost half the student community
applied.
Initially, we were faceless to each other organizing all our events online. In early 2001, Mika
and I had some exchange of thought about organizing a face to face conference. Mika tried
hard but we could not accomplish it that year. In the same year, probably the first ever meet
of ENO schools occurred when I travelled with a group of student on a cultural tour to UK and
tied up with ENO School in UK, King Edward the VII in Leicestershire. That was probably the
first face to face contact of ENO Schools across
continents.
With initial difficulties, with many schools falling in and
out of ENO programme, the project continued. We
remained undaunted in his efforts nonetheless. The
major boost to ENO programme came when ENO
organized the first ever Conference in Joensuu in 2002.
I was thrilled at the prospect of travelling to Finland.
The land of a thousand lakes, it was an exotic country
for me and my students. A seven hour long flight to
Helsinki, and, then, a five hour train journey to Joensuu. Alighting from the train, I cannot
forget the scene - two people to greet us, Mika with the piano and Urpo with ENO, written in
BIG HAND!

The conference brought together lots of students
and teachers from many countries face to face. I
won friends too, some of the loveliest Finnish
people, PirijoMyller, and Anna Raija Nummenmaa,
my hosts. For the students it was a once-in-life time
opportunity to spend time with their Finnish hosts
in homestay. For next two years the programme
continued with new refinements and, of course,
new difficulties.
In 2004, ENO had its first ever conference
organized outside Finland, ENO Conference 2004 that took place in Mooi river, Kwa-Zulu
Natal, South Africa. Although I could not attend the conference myself due to some bad politics
back at school, my students attended this greatly successful conference, thanks Janet Snow!
ENO moved on from school to school, country to country, continent to continent. By this time
we had registered our presence in all continents, in more than 100 countries. A single email
that had landed on my table now had connected me to the world community in its truest
sense. Between 2004 and 2007, I was a little dormant owing to hectic responsibilities I had to
share at work place. ENO had its own hibernation time. At one point, the challenges to ENO
loomed large threatening to shut down the project altogether. But like the Koli hills, we
managed to tower above the challenges!
The ENO Conference in 2008, Joensuu Way
combined with Sci-Fest, gave a big fillip to ENO
programme. It rejuvenated ENO. It is where I met
Kalaimani, our Asia Cordinator for the first time.
Was Sam there too? And Ronnie? An association
started, that I knew not at that time, would open a
new green way. The concept of local ENO groups
formed there. It was there I met Ana Prieto on the
coffee table, with a glass of wine in hand. We
explored the possibility of taking a walk around
the majestic Andes! Joensuu Way opened many
new areas and brought many new ideas. After the
conference, we visited yet another ENO School in Aixen-Provence, France, The Olive Tree International
School. Small, but a truly worthy ENO school!
The campaign 100 Million Trees by 2017 (2017 is
Finland’s 100th anniversary of independence) started in
2008. In India, I launched the campaign in my school, in
Dehradun, with great fanfare. The first trees were
planted by world known Yoga Guru Ramdev.

In 2010, I was able to organize a ENO visit to South
America. Our money does not take us too far. It was an
expensive and far-of visit. A group of 7 students
alongwith me visited Brazil and Argentina. The
initiation had come in 2008 during my coffee table talk
with Ana Prieto and my fascination for the Andes. We
visited Rosa Santos, our Brazil co-ordinator in Sao Jose
dos Campos. The Indian visit to Escola Dinora, Rosa’s
school, helped ENO resurgence in Brazil. As per Rosa, it
made local community take notice of ENO programme
and she could then move it forward with more pledge.
From Brazil we moved to Argentina. Ana was crucial in
our South America trip. In Argentina we visited Escuela
de la Familia Agricola, Andresito closer to Iguazu Falls.
Carolina Koderer hosted us. The funny thing was that
neither she nor any of her students spoke any English.
We still spent five very fruitful environmental days. I
cannot forget Brigitte & Bernhard Schegg who became
our tutors and helped us throughout our stay. We
travelled CEI San Ignacio, a cute rural school in Junin de
los Andes, set in the backdrop of The Andes, the place I
had imagined long way back while sharing coffee in
Joensuu in 2008. Sharing our environment through
various projects and planting trees with CEI San
Ignacio students and teachers, I had a humble
moment of reflection: how ENO had influenced our
lives through a simple, common, green concept!
Here I was, continents away in a school tucked
away in the heart of the Andes, sharing our lives,
our cultures, all because of a small initiative taken
years ago! We then travelled to Fair Winds, Buenos
Aires, the exotic capital of Argentina. The visit to
Escuelas Tecnicas Raggio, courtesy Prof. Carolina
Inés Posadas. When I finally left South America through Sao Paulo in the night of 14
December, little did I know I would be back to the continent and the country soon enough in
an event that will put ENO in the international limelight.
Eno gained momentum in the latter part of 2010, and, in early 2011. One of the most
successful conferences happened in 2011 in Joensuu yet again. ENO had linked up with Miss
Earth Foundation. We explored the possibility of having the reigning Miss Earth as our
keynote speaker. The reigning Miss Earth, Nicole Faria, hailed from India. All our efforts came
to fructify when we got Miss Earth, Nicole Faria, and Catherine (Cathy) Untalan, executive
director of Miss Earth Foundation to the conference. During the same conference, ENO was
able to get a live video link to US, to our patron Jane Goodall, the Chimpanzee Woman and the
UN Messenger of Peace. ENO was also able to rope in Noble Prize winner Dr Rajendra
Pachauri, who also, coincidentally, hailed from India, and the Finnish President Tarja Halonen.
Kalaimani had brough along former Prime Minister and his wife to the conference and
initiated an ENO Mother’s Network too. We all planted together, alongwith the Koli Forum.
During the conference, we featured Wangari Maathai, the lady who solely made history in tree
planting in Kenya. Unfortunately, we lost her from this earth soon after the conference. 2011

also gave ENO a new face. Ville Tahvanainen, an old hand, who once was an ENO student, now
actively led the ENO events.
ENO had touched new heights. From a few schools in the beginning, we were now a family of
more than 5000 schools, in more than 170 countries across all continents. During the
conference in 2011, we discussed the possibility of expanding ENO through regional
conferences and participation in international events where powers-that-be presented
themselves. The same year Act Now India was
born!
After the conference, I was back in India
alongwith Nicole and Cathy. We had one of the
most notable ENO event at Dehradun on 21st
September when we planted together.

Ronnie, our Taiwan co-ordinator, organized
the 2nd Asia Oceania Conference in Taichung,
Taiwan in April 2012. I cannot forget this one.
It was a huge success. It also gave a real cut to
ENO newest concept, The Green Cities
Network. We had a close knot with Miss Earth
Foundation too. Cathy joined this conference
alongwith Miss Earth Taiwan, a sweet girl
called Cherry Liu who would support us in our
future endeavours too.
In June 2012, I had the greatest moment of my ENO life when ENO got official accreditation to
participate in the largest-ever event on earth on
sustainable development, Rio +20, the United
Nation’s
Conference
on
Sustainable
Development in Rio de Janeiro. A hell of effort, a
lot of money and organization was needed. But
we made it. Along with Kalaimani and Mika I was
able to attend the event. Eduardo Pane, an
activist who was introduced to us by Rosa
during 2011 conference played host for us, and,
of course, proved a very charming and dedicated
companion. Rio +20 gave us a lot of opening and
recognition. ENO found itself documented officially in Rio +20 commitments for its 100
million trees by 2017 campaign. At Rio+20, former Finnish President, Tarja Halonen,
launched ENO book, Seeds of Action.
Here in India, I was able to bring in Miss Earth network in ENO tree planting campaigns. Ms
Hasleen Kaur, Nicole’s successor and Miss Earth India 2011, planted with us on ENO tree
planting day in September, obviously giving boost to the campaign. In campaign in 2013 Ms
Prachi Mishra, Miss India Earth 2012, agreed to be with us but could not join us as she got

busy with her debut movie shoot. Ms Shobhita Dhulipala, Miss Earth 2013, planted with us in
Philippines during Miss Earth event.
In 2012, ENO was invited and conducted
workshop for the delegates of Miss Earth finals.
We made good of the opportunity. Again in 2013,
during Miss Earth event, 96 of the most beautiful
faces from as many countries marched out draped
in ENO T-Shirts and ENO caps. You can imagine
our happiness and surprise. I must acknowledge
Cathy’s help in this. And, I must amply thank
Bernadette and Sunny for all they did for us.
I also had an opportunity to witness and
participate in the beautiful work being done by
Sherlita in areas affected by Shandong couple
years ago. Unfortunately, our visit to
Philippines had come just days after killer
typhoon Haiyan had wreaked havoc in the
country, devastating a couple ENO schools too.

of

After my return from Philippines, I have been
completely preoccupied. A lot of my work relates
to helping young students shape up their lives, rest
in dealing with piffles. But, then, life is like that. I
guess I would go would ENO as long as the blood
in my veins remains green!

The conference in 2013 in Joensuu solidified our
efforts even more. Miss Earth, Tereza Fajksova
alongwith Cathy carried ENO flag forward while
Cherry chipped in her participation alongwith the
Malaysian delegation. We were able to spread and
continue our planting activities including the far
corners of the earth.

In 2015, we celebrated 15
years of ENO. We were still
strong and going fine, the
funds were the problem
though. I had a change of job
and many difficulties but
then we are survivors!!!
Regular
tree
planting
activities continued. 100
million trees was a daunting
task and the year 2017
wasn’t too far!!!

2017 did come. And, quite on
time, the biennial gathering too!
Finland is a second home now.
We saw a large gathering. The
most eventful moment was
having the privilege to plant
with Finnish President, Sauli
Niinistö. It was time to face the
most difficult question once
more: with the technical end of
100 Million Trees by 2017 campaign, The future of ENO! Shall we
pack our bags and part ways or find something to continue our
endeavour and preserve the long standing friendships we had
made through a common cause?

The answer was there, quite naturally. We
had taken the untaken road, and we will go
on! The answer came back quite forcefully
in 2019. WSSC was born. It was initiated in
India on 18th January the Embassy of
Finland at New Delhi.

At the conference in May-June 2019, WSSC saw the largest ever gathering and a new initiative
was born through the young heart! A new youth leadership to challenge governmental
inaction and force through changes to tackle climate change.
That ENO has sustained itself two decade proves what sustainable development is all about.
We are mostly a bunch of volunteer teachers on middle income working with students
primarily for environmental awareness and sustainable development. Not to forget we also
carry on with our jobs in order to make ends meet. The very simple nature of ENO and the
internationality attached to it is, I think, what, makes it a success.
It makes me humble to realize that I am part of a family that has roots all over earth, from
00:00 UTC to 24:00 UTC.
Rajiv K Shrivastava
ENO India Co-ordinator

